
Jenuel Ganawed
Experienced software developer with focus on building
scalable, engaging, & accessible digital experience.

jenuelganawed@outlook.com
+639-503-255-547
github.com/brojenuel
www.enuel.dev

Relevant Experience

Senior Software Developer · VOCPhone Nov 2021 - Present 

Involved in programming, development, and leadership to ensure the successful
implementation of programs that align with user stories. I take on the
responsibility of overseeing task monitoring and monitoring the progress of
programs that are being deployed. Drawing upon my expertise in technologies
such as Laravel, JavaScript, Vue.js (versions 2 and 3), TypeScript, SASS, C#, HTML,
CSS, and Node.js, I have the ability to create solutions that are functional and
optimized. I also use python to work with AI functionalities.

Software Developer · Webinarinc Mar 2021 - Nov 2021

Maintaining and improving large-scale systems and projects, covering both the
frontend and back-end. Creating and building web applications and websites.
Technologies like Laravel, Vue.js, JavaScript, TypeScript, SASS, HTML, and CSS to
bring these projects to life.

Software Developer · UTalk Philippines Aug 2019 - Apr 2021

Maintaining Systems and services to lower the rate of system errors or bugs.
Managing and doing front-end and back-end programs. Engaged in different
kinds of frameworks and tools like VueJs, AngularIO, Codeigniter, Lumen/Laravel,
and Ruby on Rails. For the Database, we MySQL and Mongo Database.

Web Developer · Dap-ayan Eatery La Trinidad Benguet Aug 2018 - May 2019

My primary focus is on maintaining systems and services to minimize system
errors and bugs. I am proficient in managing and creating both front-end and
back-end codes and programs. I am well-versed in various frameworks and
tools, including Vue.js, AngularIO, Codeigniter, Lumen/Laravel, and Ruby on Rails.
For database management, I have experience with MySQL and MongoDB. By
leveraging these technologies, I ensure applications and systems' smooth and
efficient functioning.

UI Designer and Web Programmer · Ilearn Aug 2018 - May 2019

I have been actively involved in design-oriented work, particularly in creating
designs and layouts for magazines using Photoshop and Illustrator. Additionally, I
possess expertise in video editing using Adobe Premiere. I am also engaged in
web programming, specializing in algorithm development using JavaScript and
PHP. By combining these skills, I contribute to the creation of visually appealing
designs and seamless web experiences.

Programming Languages
JavaScript, TypeScript, HTML, CSS,
Sass, PHP, MySQL, Python

Skills

Libraries & Frameworks
Vue, Nuxt, Node.js, Tailwind CSS, Uno
CSS, Laravel & Lumen, VueUse

Tools & Platforms
Git, GitHub, BitBucket, Jira, Netlify,
Vercel, WordPress, Docker, Webpack,
Vite, Canva, Figma, JetBrains, VS
Code

Education

Kings College of The Philippines
Majored in Web Technology and had
been creating projects related to web
programming and actively
participating in events, seminars, and
competitions.


